
Survivor Series Count-Up 2012
Edition – 1995: Go Diesel Go
Survivor  Series 1995
Date: November 19, 1995
Location: USAir Arena, Landover, Maryland
Attendance: 14,500
Commentators: Vince McMahon, Mr. Perfect, Jim Ross

This is an interesting show as things were transitioning from what we had
for the last two years to the New Generation era, and by that I mean it’s
Shawn Michaels time. The main event tonight is Bret challenging Diesel,
who has been champion for just shy of a year, for the title. Other than
that we’ve got some Survivor Series matches here and that’s about it.
Let’s get to it.

Oh and Nitro started about two months ago, meaning Luger is gone.

We start with Razor Ramon, talking about being in the first Wild Card
match. The idea here was to take faces and heels and mix them up. It was
an interesting concept but like most Survivor Series matches, it didn’t
mean anything and wasn’t done again.

Mr. Perfect is introduced as a surprise commentator.

We actually get an opening video which is about Bret going A-Diesel
hunting. The idea is old vs. new. It’s No countout and No DQ tonight,
basically meaning a street fight.

BodyDonnas vs. Underdogs

Skip, Rad Radford, Tom Prichard, 1-2-3 Kid

Barry Horowitz, Hakushi, Marty Jannetty, Bob Holly

The idea here is people that care about their looks vs. jobbers. Horowitz
scored one of the biggest upsets ever over Skip. Jannetty needs no
introduction as a jobber. The Kid is a mystery partner who is freshly
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heel here. By freshly I mean this is his first match as a heel. Razor
comes out to go after the Kid who screwed him over on Raw on Monday. Yeah
Raw is finally a big deal at this point too. Razor is IC Champion of
course.

Prichard and Jannetty start things off and Marty has to fight out of the
heel corner. The Kid holds him there but Prichard hits Kid with a knee by
mistake. The BodyDonnas huddle on the floor until it’s off to Radford
(Louie Spicolli) vs. Marty. Radford is called BodyDonna in training
because he’s pretty fat. Here’s Holly to face Rad and he takes Radford
over with a rana. Radford tries the same thing but gets powerbombed down.

Off to Hakushi who is pretty freshly face I believe. He gets behind
Radford but walks into a spinebuster. Off to the Kid who hits a top rope
splash on Hakushi for two and it’s off to Captain Skip. Hakushi escapes a
belly to back superplex and it’s back to Holly who speeds things up.
Prichard comes in as the fans want Barry. A powerbomb counters a rana
from Holly but Tom misses a moonsault. Holly hits a top rope cross body
for the elimination. Skip immediately comes in and rolls up Holly to tie
it back up.

Hakushi comes in again and trips up Skip before elbowing him in the face.
A Vader Bomb hits knees though and Skip gets control back. A shot to the
chest takes Skip down so here’s the Kid again. The fans want Barry but
it’s Hakushi taking over with a Muta Elbow in the corner. A top rope
shoulder takes Kid down for two but Hakushi misses a springboard splash.
Razor is watching in the back. Kid kicks Hakushi in the back of the head
and Radford gets the easy pin.

Barry comes in and gets pounded down and the fans almost explode.
Naturally this match would be the end of his push because that’s how it
works in the WWF. Radford and the Kid double team Horowitz but he comes
back with a jawbreaker to Radford. Skip tells Rad not to pin Barry yet
because Skip wants to get the pin himself.

Radford hits a Hennig neck snap as Hennig is stunned at the reaction to
Horowitz. Rad stops to exercise and gets cradled by Barry for the pin.
It’s Skip/The Kid vs. Barry/Marty. Horowitz gets distracted by a double



team and the Kid dropkicks him in the back, setting up a legdrop for the
elimination. So it’s Marty down two on one but he avoids a charging Skip
in the corner.

A sunset flip out of nowhere gets two for Marty and the Rocker Dropper (a
fancy Fameasser) puts Skip down and Marty goes up. Sunny crotches him
(it’s 1995 so I can still call Marty lucky for that) but Skip gets
countered into a Superbomb (powerbomb off the top, which would be Skip’s
finisher in ECW) for the elimination. It’s one on one now and a missile
dropkick gets two for the Kid. A moonsault misses Marty though and
they’re both down. Jannetty dropkicks him down for two and here comes
Sid. A Rocker Dropper takes the Kid down for two but Sid guillotines
Marty on the ropes and Kid steals the pin.

Rating: B. This was a good match to open things up with, especially since
I don’t think anyone would have been able to buy Barry Horowitz
captaining anything but an opening match team. Other than that though,
the action here was good and it set the Kid up as a somewhat big time
heel which is what he needed so soon after a turn. Good opener.

Razor threw a fit in the back after the loss, throwing a monitor against
the wall in the process.

Three members of I guess you would say the heel Wild Card team (Dean
Douglas, Owen and Yokozuna) say that Razor needs to channel his energy
into their match later, since he’s their partner.

Team Bertha Faye vs. Team Alundra Blayze

Bertha Faye, Aja Kong, Tomoko Watanabe, Lioness Asuka

Alundra Blayze, Kyoko Inoue, Sakie Hasegawa, Chaparita Asari

Let me make this clear for those of you that feel the need to educate me
every time there is a Japanese wrestler in a match: I do not care about
Japanese wrestling. If I did, I would watch it. I also do not care about
women’s wrestling. If I did, I would watch more of it. Therefore, do me a
favor and save your history lessons about these girls because I have
almost no idea which is which, nor do I particularly care. I’m not saying



they’re not talented and that they haven’t had some great matches. I’m
saying I do not care about them, nor do I want to learn about them.

Bertha is a fat and not incredibly attractive woman and is Blayze’s main
rival for Blayze’s Women’s Title. She tells the fans to shut up in an
attempt to get people interested in this match. Asari and Asuka start
things off with Asuka kicking her head off with a spinwheel kick. At
least I think that’s what happened because we’re getting a wide shot of
the arena for the opening bell. Asari, a member of the face team, stands
about 4’9 and is a tiny thing whereas Asuka looks like a monster.

Off to Blayze who is more Asuka’s size for a slam on the Lioness. Back to
Asari who debuts the Sky Twister Press (a corkscrew moonsault) in
America. Asuka doesn’t sell it but you can’t ask everything of her. Vince
has no idea what to call it but JR is there to clean up for him. Blayze
comes back in and hits a German suplex to eliminate Asuka. Good now I
don’t have to keep track of two girls with similar names.

Watanabe comes in but misses a dive. Blayze sends her to the floor and
does hit her dive to take over. Hasegawa comes in and hits five rolling
double underhook suplexes on Watanabe as Perfect makes sexist remarks.
Watanabe hits a seated senton off the top for two as this selling thing
is still an issue. Aja Kong, a total monster, comes in with no tag and is
immediately kicked in the face and suplexed by Hasegawa. Another Rock
Bottom suplex puts her down but Hasegawa jumps into a kick to the chest.
Something like a belly to back suplex eliminates Hasegawa to make it 3-3.

Asari comes in and is quickly dispatched by a middle rope splash. If you
can’t see the ending of this match coming, you fail your exam. Blayze
comes in but tags out almost immediately to Inoue. Inoue looks like a
cross between a Rocker and the Ultimate Warrior. By the time I finish
typing that, a seated senton eliminates her. Kong put out three girls in
about 90 seconds.

So it’s Blayze vs. Faye, Kong and Watanabe. All three get in the ring at
once but it winds up being Watanabe who is legal. A snap suplex gets two
for the champion and a slow motion piledriver gets the pin and the
elimination for Blayze. Faye comes in and after some basic shots to



Blayze, Faye gets caught in a German suplex to make it one on one. Kong
hits a superplex for two and she crushes Blayze in the corner for a bit.
Alundra hits a bad rana for two and a standing moonsault for the same.
Blayze goes up but gets headbutted down and the spinning backfist gets
the pin for Kong.

Rating: C+. The match was fun stuff considering it only had ten minutes
to get through seven eliminations. Kong would have been a great
challenger for Blayze, if the division had stayed around. Blayze would
show up on Nitro in about a month and throw the WWF Women’s Title (and
her career too) in the trash. Fun match but too rushed to mean anything.

A Bill Clinton impersonator is here. He says he’s been watching Bam Bam
Bigelow since Bigelow was a kid and playing with Pebbles.

Bam Bam Bigelow vs. Goldust

Goldust is like a month old at this point. Bigelow is obsessed with fire
at this point which makes sense given his looks and attire. This is when
Goldust was just a movie guy at this point and not, you know, trying to
screw everyone on the roster. After about a four minute entrance, we’re
ready to go. Then we get some stalling to go with the long entrance.
There’s not even a Marlena yet to look at.

Goldie tries to get in Bigelow’s mind but gets knocked to the floor for
his efforts. Back in and Bigelow slugs him down but charges into a boot
in the corner. Goldust gets rammed into the post on the floor but he
comes back with a clothesline to send Bigelow back to the floor. Back in
and it’s a front facelock as this match keeps dragging along. Bam Bam is
thrown to the floor but comes back with a clothesline. A headbutt misses
and Goldie rides Bigelow on the mat. Bam Bam comes back with an electric
chair but gets taken down by a lariat. Bigelow makes a comeback, misses a
charge, and gets bulldogged down for the pin.

Rating: F. This was an eight minute match. Look at the length of what I
wrote and tell me how this match ran eight minutes. Goldust was all
mystique and no substance for a year or so until he figured out how to
wrestle a match as Goldust instead of as Dustin Rhodes in a funny outfit.
This was Bigelow’s last match in the company ever.



Clinton wastes more of our time. Bob Backlund is with him now. Backlund
is a critic apparently.

We recap Mabel vs. Undertaker. Mabel was fat and won the King of the
Ring, then last month on Raw he dropped some big fat legs on Taker,
crushing his face. Tonight it’s about revenge.

Royals vs. Dark Side

King Mabel, Jerry Lawler, Hunter Hearst Helmsley, Isaac Yankem

Undertaker, Fatu, Henry Godwin, Savio Vega

Mabel is on a throne carried by about five guys, all of whom look like
they’re about to have hernias. The idea here is you have King Mabel, King
Lawler, the blue blood and the Royal Dentist Isaac Yankem. About two
years later, Isaac would put on a mask and remember that he’s
Undertaker’s brother named Kane. What exactly is dark about Taker’s
partners isn’t really clear. Fatu is MAKING A DIFFERENCE and is supposed
to be some kind of hero for kids in the projects. He was very happy to
become the Sultan a year later.

Taker’s entrance of course is huge. He has this skull looking mask on now
which would eventually be purple and look very stupid. Fatu and Hunter
Hearst Helmsley start things off. The Dark Side has matching t-shirts
that say Rest In Peace. Fatu throws Helmsley around to start but we
almost get a Pedigree, which is only broken up by a glare from
Undertaker. Off to Godwin who was feuding with Hunter at this point in
the standard culture clash feud.

Off to Lawler who immediately tags in Yankem. A big hop toss puts Isaac
down but he sends Henry into the corner to escape. Back to Helmsley,
which I’m getting tired of typing. If only there was a shorter version of
his name. Perfect: “You know Helmsley likes to be called Triple H.” Thank
you Mr. Perfect. Anyway, Godwin gorilla presses HHH, holding him up for a
LONG time.

Lawler comes in and gets Savio which is a clash of styles if I’ve ever
heard of one. Vega pounds away on Jerry as does Fatu. Yankem gets in a



knee to Fatu’s back and the evil King takes over. Isaac comes in to slam
Fatu and a legdrop follows. Mabel comes in but misses a splash in the
corner. Vega pounds on Mabel in a rematch of the KOTR final. A side slam
kills Vega but there’s no cover.

Vega gets beaten on in the corner to fill in more time. Yankem is listed
as 6’8 or 6’9 here, which means he would have grown about three or four
inches by the time he became the Big Fried Freak. A HHH knee drop gets
two on Vega as the crowd is silent because none of this means anything.
This is all just filler until we get to the Taker tag when the place is
going to erupt.

Lawler’s piledriver on Vega gets two. Well it’s not Memphis so it’s
understandable. Lawler knocks Vega into the corner…..and here’s Taker.
Jerry gets thrown around by the throat and no one will tag him. Tombstone
and pin on Lawler, tombstone and pin on Yankem, chokeslam and pin on
Helmsley, and there’s just Mabel left. He immediately belly to belly
suplexes Taker down and drops the face crushing legdrop before dancing a
bit. There’s the situp and Mabel runs for the countout.

Rating: D+. This whole match ran just under fifteen minutes and about two
of those meant anything. Everything was waiting for Taker to come in and
dominate, which he did quite well, but getting there was pretty dull
stuff. This match is more fun for looking at what these people would
become rather than what they are now. Taker would lose the mask soon
enough thank goodness.

Bret is ready for Diesel and isn’t looking forward to the defense he’d
have at the next In Your House against British Bulldog. He talks about
Wayne Gretsky and wonders if he himself is still the best ever. Today
he’ll find out.

Diesel isn’t worried about Bulldog and he’s going to take care of Bret
tonight.

DiBiase and Cornette have a small argument before the next match. Shawn
comes in and says chill.

Team Shawn Michaels vs. Team Yokozuna



Shawn Michaels, Ahmed Johnson, British Bulldog, Sycho Sid

Yokozuna, Owen Hart, Razor Ramon, Dean Douglas

This is the Wild Card match with all of the mixed up partners. It’s also
Ahmed’s PPV debut. Douglas is the original Damien Sandow, which is a
ripoff of the Genius. We get going with Owen vs. Shawn which is of course
very fast paced stuff. Shawn sends him to the floor and after ducking a
tennis racket shot from Cornette, taps Cornette’s pants with said racket.
Back inside and it’s Douglas pounding away on Shawn and suplexing him
down.

Shawn comes back with a forearm followed by a double ax off the top rope
for two. Douglas misses a Vader Bomb so Shawn comes back with a moonsault
press for two. It’s off to Ahmed who gets to destroy everything in sight
but he can’t slam Yoko. After a big group beatdown, Dean is able to get a
chinlock on Ahmed to take over. Razor gets in some cheap shots which is
rather heelish of him.

Back to Owen which lasts all of three seconds before it’s back to Dean.
Johnson powerslams Dean down but it’s off to Shawn who is launched by
Ahmed at Dean for two. In a more normal act for Razor, he pops Dean in
the face to give Shawn a rollup win. Off to Bulldog vs. Owen which should
be a good pairing. Owen hits a sweet spinwheel kick for two and Davey is
so mad that he tags out to Shawn.

Hart tags out to Razor and it’s time for a rematch from Summerslam 95.
JR: “I don’t think they can wrestle each other without a ladder.” They’re
tentative to start things off but Shawn throws Razor to the floor,
followed by Razor taking Shawn’s head off with a clothesline. They
collide in mid-air but Shawn nips up. Razor is like screw that chico and
hits the Razor’s Edge out of nowhere. Ahmed makes the save and the fans
aren’t sure if they like that.

They collide again…..and then they do it for a third time. Shawn tags in
Sid who had his back to the ring for some reason. This is a rematch from
Raw and part of an ongoing feud. Razor can barely get up, allowing Sid to
pound away at will. Yoko tries to get in a cheap shot on Sid but Sid
kicks him away. Razor comes back with some right hands and they



clothesline each other down. That’s the fourth time something Razor has
done something like that in five minutes.

For some reason, Sid goes up (well he is Sycho) and gets slammed back
down for two. A one handed chokeslam (looked awesome) puts Razor down but
Sid tags in Shawn instead of powerbombing Razor. Shawn accidentally
superkicks Sid, but Bulldog breaks up the pin. Not that it matters as
Razor covers again a second later and gets the pin. Sid powerbombs
Michaels, his own partner, before leaving. Bulldog and Razor are legal at
the moment with Davey pounding away….or not as Davey was just having fun.

Razor and Shawn are both down but Ramon can only get two. Owen gets the
tag to beat on Michaels and drops him with a backdrop. Off to Yoko for
the first time I believe and he destroys Shawn in the corner. Shawn gets
whipped upside down in the corner and it’s off to the nerve hold by Yoko.
It’s not like Yoko is flexing or anything but it does look like a nice
shoulder to lean on I guess.

Shawn gets up and is promptly elbowed back down. Off to Owen for a double
headbutt to put Shawn down again. Owen misses a swan dive and Shawn makes
the tag to Ahmed, who cleans house. The yet to be named Pearl River
Plunge (Tiger Bomb) pins Owen and it’s off to Razor vs. Ahmed, which
would have been a very interesting feud. Razor bulldogs Johnson down and
things break down again with Razor beating up all of his opponents.

Ahmed goes to the corner to pose, and he just happens to put himself in
Razor’s Edge position. With Ahmed down, Bulldog comes in sans tag. Here
come Sid and the 1-2-3 Kid with DiBiase as Razor hits the fallaway slam
on Bulldog for two. Razor drills the Kid but walks into the powerslam for
the elimination. It’s Shawn/Bulldog/Johnson vs. Yokozuna now.

Shawn gets the fat man first but the right hands don’t do much to Yoko,
who slugs Shawn down with ease. Yoko hits the fat man legdrop but opts
for the Banzai instead of covering. Shawn, fearing death, avoids the drop
and makes the tag to Ahmed. There’s the slam (for the second time) but
Bulldog breaks up the pin by his own teammate. Davey gets dropped and
Shawn superkicks Yoko down. A splash from Ahmed (with a SQUEAL) gets the
pin and the victory.



Rating: C+. For a match with almost no point behind it and some wacky
teams, this was pretty good stuff. The Shawn vs. Razor stuff was
interesting as you knew they had chemistry but it was fun to see them
without a gimmick. Ahmed looked good but not great here, which would be
the right description of him for his entire run in the WWF. Fun match
that was never tried again, which I can understand.

More Clinton stuff with Sunny sitting on his lap. Lucky guy.

Bret talks about his previous matches with Diesel, both of which rocked.

Diesel says he’s Jackknifed Bret twice but he’s not sure if he can beat
him. Diesel won the first one by DQ and the second was a draw. They were
both good matches so this should be good too.

Perfect picks Bret, JR picks Diesel.

WWF World Title: Bret Hart vs. Diesel

Diesel is defending and this is No DQ and No countout. Diesel immediately
takes a buckle pad off, so Bret takes another one off to match him. Bret
immediately charges him into the corner and goes after the leg but Diesel
pounds him over the back to take over. Diesel knocks him to the floor and
Bret is limping. The champ follows him out and hits a HARD ax handle to
put Bret down again. It’s a slow start so far but they have a lot of
time.

Hart gets sent into the barricade and goes back in but he bails to the
floor immediately. Back in and Diesel wins a slugout, knocking Bret to
the floor with a big right hand. Diesel whips him into the steps and
keeps the pace slow. A theme of the promos had been wearing Bret tiring
Diesel out so there’s some good psychology going on here. Diesel puts
Bret down with a hard chair shot to the back and Hart is reeling.

Back in and Diesel loads up the Jackknife but Bret keeps grabbing the leg
to block it. Now he bites the champ’s hands to escape. The fans are
starting to get into this too. Bret goes for the knee and the champ is in
trouble. They do the same opening sequence as Bret goes for the knee but
Diesel hits him in the back. This time though, Bret gets him down and



cranks on the knee. See, THAT is storytelling.

Perfect says the line that always gets on my nerves of “they’re all the
same size on the mat.” JR properly says “the size and power advantage are
negated on the mat.” What JR says is true. Diesel is still however bigger
than Bret on the mat or standing up. Anyway, Bret cannonballs down onto
the knee and there’s the Figure Four. Diesel makes the rope but Bret
stays on the bad leg.

Hart tries the Sharpshooter but Diesel thumbs him in the eyes before
kicking him into the exposed buckle. Bret picks the leg again and wraps
it around the post before tying a cord of some kind around the post. He
ties the other end of the cord to Diesel’s leg, making the champion a
sitting duck. Bret gets a chair but Diesel uses the free leg for a big
boot. Diesel crawls for the chair but Bret gets to it first and wears out
the knee with chair shots. The leg is still tied to the post.

With the leg still attached, Bret pulls off the backbreaker. Bret takes
the chair to the top but Diesel punches him down to crotch Bret. Hart
gets slammed to the mat, giving Diesel the chance to untie his ankle.
Diesel chokes Bret with the cord and hits the side slam for two. Diesel
sends Bret chest first into the exposed corner and puts him in 619
position for the running crotch attack, but he can’t run because of the
bad leg. Instead he jumps into the air and crashes down on Bret, which
looks more painful than the running version.

Diesel can barely hit Snake Eyes onto a covered buckle and Bret is in
trouble. He tries another one but Bret escapes and rams Diesel into the
exposed buckle. A Hart Attack clothesline gets two on the champ and Bret
starts his comeback. That would be his second comeback if you’re keeping
track. A middle rope clothesline gets two as does a Russian Legsweep.
Bret clotheslines Diesel to the floor and tries a plancha but Diesel just
steps to the side and lets Bret crash.

Bret starts getting back to the apron but Diesel knocks him off, and for
the first time ever, through the Spanish Announce Table. They head back
inside and Diesel calls for the Jackknife but Bret falls onto his face
from exhaustion. Diesel picks him up to try again but BRET IS



GOLDBRICKING and rolls Diesel up for the title out of nowhere, shocking
the fans.

Rating: A. Outstanding match here with both guys looking awesome. It
takes the right kind of opponent to get a great match out of Nash, but
when you put a smaller guy like Bret or Shawn in there, you’re going to
get a good result almost every time. These two had some masterpieces
against each other and this was one of the best ones. I had a blast with
this and it worked really well with Bret getting more and more violent
and sadistic before faking Diesel out and using a wrestling move to win
the title. That’s psychology people, and it’s great.

Diesel snaps post match and lays out Bret and some officials. Bret takes
two Jackknifes and says I’M BACK to end the show.

Overall Rating: B. This was a pleasant surprise as with 1995 you often
think of something disappointing but instead this was good almost
throughout. The Goldust match was terrible but other than that and
arguably the Undertaker match, the rest of this is all solid to quite
good stuff. Throw in a new world champion and there’s not much you can
call bad here. Very good show.

Ratings Comparison

BodyDonnas vs. Underdogs

Original: A-

Redo: B

Team Bertha Faye vs. Team Alundra Blayze

Original: D

Redo: C+

Goldust vs. Bam Bam Bigelow

Original: C

Redo: F



Dark Side vs. Royals

Original: B-

Redo: D+

Team Shawn Michaels vs. Team Yokozuna

Original: C+

Redo: C+

Bret Hart vs. Diesel

Original: C+

Redo: A

Overall Rating

Original: B-

Redo: B

As close as the previous show was to being the same, this one is almost
entirely different, yet it leads to a very similar overall rating. That’s
a very interesting thing and one of my favorite things to see in doing
this.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/14/history-of-survivor-series-count
-up-1995-bret-slays-the-giant/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews
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